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THE LEGENDARY
TIGERMAN
75K Likes

25K Subscribers

+300 shows around the world
(Europe, Brasil, Mexico, China, Japan, USA...)

Multi-instrumentalist, blues passionate, The
Legendary Tigerman began a solo career in
2000. He is one of the leading artists of the new
Portuguese scene, playing with the clichés of
rocker macho, fascinated by the 50’s aesthetics.
For
his
new
album
Misift,
Tigerman
is
about
to
release
a
new
music
video
shot in Japan
that
takes
the
viewer
deep
inside
the
Bosozoku culture, a Japanese biker gangs.

THE MAKING OF MISFIT ALBUM

«A person whose behaviour or attitude sets
them apart from others in an uncomfortably
conspicuous way.»

«S

ometimes, in order to create something, you need to
destroy the bases of all that you have built and known before.
The movie «How to become nothing» is, for me, in many forms,
the ground zero that led me to write my new record, MISFIT.
I got inspired by Dave Richmond’s book « How To
Dissapea Completely and Never Be Found » and
imagined the journey of a man called Misfit who wanted
to loose himself in the desert and actually become
nothing. Therefore, in May 2016, me and my image crew,
we headed to Los Angeles and for twelve days we travelled
until we had reached our final destination ; Death Valley.
Everyday during this journey, I would wake up at
06h30am and write a new entry to the diary of this man.
Before going to sleep, I would always try to write a song. I
wanted to write songs that were influenced by the desert,
by its heat, by the suffering of this quest, and by this man.
I contacted Dave Catching to check the availability of
Rancho de La Luna, in the heart of Joshua Tree California
loved the Desert Sessions and many other albums that

After returning from this journey,, I began the process
of rehearsing with my band. I wanted to create a ‘wall of
sound’. By playing guitar through five different amplifiers
with a wide range of effects, using drum & bass machines,
and with this unique combo of heavy guitars, a low
baritone sax and big fat drums, I do believe we found
some rock´n´roll sounds that we had never heard before.
In December 2016, the musicians and I headed back to
the desert, for twelve days. We lived the slow desert life,
between the studio, the Joshua Tree Saloon, and the
Pappy and Harriets, a pub in Pioneer Town, where we
went to enjoy some live music.
While Dave cooked some amazing Louisiana and Tex-Mex
dishes for dinner, fueled with red wine, Modelo beer and
Tequila, we recorded the songs that you are listening to
right now, in live takes, and then built the wall of sound
with overdubs.
In February 2017, french producer/musician Johnny
Hostile (Savages, John & Jehn), co-producer of this record, started mixing MISFIT in Paris.
Recording in a very simple and classic, yet powerfully
equipped studio in the desert, and having it mixed by
someone with a fresh approach to rock & punk was my
original desire, and, for me, the key for recording a truly
powerful, non-compromising 21st Century Rock´n´Roll
record.
At some point, David Catching asked us how we would
call the type music we were doing.
For me it was clear that it was Rock´n´Roll, but I was glad
that for him it wasn´t.»
- Paulo Furtado, a.k.a The Legendary Tigerman.

NEW MUSIC VIDEO

OUT NOW, CLICK HERE
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THE LEGENDARY TIGERMAN’S DISCOGRAPHY

Naked Blues (2001)

Femina (2010)

Fuck Christmas I Got The Blues (2003)

True (2014)

Masquerade (2006)

Misfit (2018)

INTERNATIONAL SHOWS
Spain

Germany

Switzerland

Alicante - Caja Negra - Las Cigarreras
Barcelone - La Sala Almo2Bar ES
Barcelone - Sidecar
Málaga - SMS Festival’14
Seville - Hollander
Madrid - Independance
Alicante - Stereo
Valence - Wah Wah
Benidorm - Low Festival

Berlin - Berlin Music Week
Berlin - Columbia Club
Berlin – Bi nuu
Hamburg - Reeperbahn Festival
Hamburg - Uebel & Gefährlich		
Cologne - Gebaude 9
Leipzig - Ut Connewitz
Munich - Ampere

Bern - ISC Club
Genève - La Gravière
Zurich - El Lokal

Portugal

England

Vodafone Paredes de Coura 2015
Porto - Coliseu
Lisbonne – Coliseu
Meco - FSBR 2014
Lisboa – SBSR 17
NOS ALIVE

Londres - Boston Arms
Londres - Oslo
Londres - Blues Kitchen

Sweden

The Netherlands

Gothenburg - Pustervik
Stockhölm - Debaser Strand
Copenhagen - Loppen

Middelburg - Kaffee T Hof
Amsterdam - OT301
Maastricht – Muziekgieterij
Utrecht - Tivoli Vredenburg - Pandora
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Brasil
Goiânia - Bananada 2014
Brasilia - Primavera Sound 2014
Paraty - Bourbon Festival Paraty

Others
Bruxelles (BE) - Le Botanique
Cuidad de México (MX) - El Imperial Club
Macao (CN) - This Is My City
Luxembourg (LU) - Festival OMNI AIR
Aarhus (DK) - Radar
Niigata (JP) - Fuji Rock Festival
Austin (TX) - South by Southwest
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